Abstract: Particle filter is a probability estimation method based on Bayesian framework and it has unique advantage to describe the target tracking non-linear and non-Gaussian. In this study, firstly, analyses the particle degeneracy and sample impoverishment in particle filter multi-target tracking algorithm and secondly, it applies Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to improve re-sampling process and enhance performance of particle filter algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, many single-target video sequence tracking system are successfully developed one after another, but the multi-target tracking system is still a challenging project, especially the tracking of multiple targets of similar appearance and in complex motion. At present, the classic algorithms that widely applied are: Nearest Neighbor Filter (NNF), Joint Probability Data Association Filter (JPDAF) and Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT), etc., NNF algorithm is proposed by Singer and it needs less computation and not relies on clutter distribution model, good for easy project implementation (Taek et al., 2005) . However, it only uses the measurement in statistical sense that closest to the predicted position of tracked target as a candidate measurement and in reality, the measurement closest to the center of predicted location is not necessarily the correct objective measurement1. JPDA algorithm is proposed by Bar-Shalom, etc., which is regarded as one of most effective algorithms for solution of multi-target data association under intensive measurement and its tracking success rate is relatively high under all circumstances. With JPDAF algorithm, the search of associated solution is actually a seeking of combination issue and the computation amount of searching process is in exponential growth trend as quantity of targets and measurement grown, so it is difficult for such algorithm to be used widely in practical project (Mourad and Joris, 2002) . Reid proposed MHT algorithm of multi-target tracking based on "All Neighbor" optimal filter proposed by Singer and concept of confirmation matrix proposed by BarShalom. Such algorithm will attain a better result in tracking under high clutter density environment and be able to solve the problems of target appear and disappear in tracking period (Alexandre and Raphael, 2004) . However, such algorithm will have computation amount rise rapidly as target number and observed quantity increased, so its application is limited in practical project. With particle filters putting into application, the problems existed in classical algorithms above said have been improved. Particle Filtering (PF) technique is a Optimal Regression Bayesian filtering algorithm based on MCMC simulation, which is not limited by linear error and high Gaussian noise hypothesis and is applicable for non-linear nonGaussian model (Nummiaro et al., 2003) . The basic idea is to take a series of weighted particles from current system state distribution to estimate and update the next system state. Arnaud and Nando (2001) have a research of the sequential monte carlo methods in practice. François et al. (2011) propose a direct, prediction-and smoothing-based kalman and particle filter algorithms. This study introduces the particle filter such practical estimation problem-solving method into the field of vision tracking, constructing the tracking framework based on particle filter and combining with characteristics of targets at all levels, to manufacture trackers of good performance that have "multimodal" tracking features and be able to improve robustness. In specific implementation, re-sampling in MCMC method will be applied to solve particle degeneracy and sample impoverishment in particle filtering visual multi-target tracking algorithm. MCMC method can effetely enhance the performance of particle filter algorithm and reduce the computational complexity.
Multi-target tracking technique and bayesian method:
To solve dynamic state system using Bayesian method, people hope to build state posterior probability density function based on all the information that could be obtained (including all measured value). Since it embodies all available information, this function can be considered is the complete solution of this estimation problem. In principle, the optimal estimation of the state can be got from probability density function, when get a measured value, can also get a estimate. Therefore, Bayesian recursive filter is a very good choice. When a new measured value comes, we deal with it in order and don't have to save all of the data. So, the filter consists of two steps, Prediction and fix:
 Prediction stage is to predict the probability density function at current time by system model.  Fix stage is to update the probability density function of the state after getting the measured value at current moment.
Assume the state space model of dynamic system is:
In which, x k indicates the state of system at time k and z k indicates the measurement vector at time k, as shown in Fig. 1 .
, respectively indicates Status transfer function and measurement function, v k , u k respectively indicates the process noise and measurement noise.
Bayesian filter is a recursive method base on probability density. From the analyses of the framework, the Move Status of object can be modeling use the Markov procedure. Get formula as bellow:
In which,
by recursive method. That is, the value of current process state depends on the value of last state and all the other previous value. Then, the dynamic model of the state can be described by the formula below:
In this formula, x k indicates the process state at time t k , f k is the function Mapping of last state x k-1 to current state x k , w k-1 is the process noise. According Fig. 1 , We can achieve the measurement model by combine the system state and the measure value of tracking system:
z k indicates the process state at time t k , h k is the function Mapping of system state x k to measurement state z k , v k is the measurement noise.
In the process of filter, the main purpose is through the primitive state value x k at time t k and the measured value set z 1:k to get k x , the estimate value of state. Can use the following formula to describe this process:
In which, normalization can coefficient k c can be defined as:
indicates the posteriori probability,
is prior probability,
is the transition probability. Likelihood degrees and transition probability can be deduced by formula 6 and 7. Then, the posteriori probability can be got through the recursive formula 7, 8 and 9 of Bayesian filter algorithm.
For multi-target tracking system, assume the target number is M, i is one of them. Assume all targets movement is obey the first order Marko chain and the movement of these targets is independent. Then realizing multi-target tracking by estimate on vector
. At time t, the formula of system state can be give as bellow:
Particle filter multi-target tracking technique: Particle filter theory: Particle filter is a probability estimation method based on Bayesian framework and it is very suitable to describe the target tracking uncertainty. Particle filter approach provides a flexible framework and many traditional vision tracking methods can make a great robustness enhancement through slight model modification and embedment into the particle filter frame work alone. Moreover, particle filter approach has unique advantage in handling nonlinear non-Gaussian multi-modal cases (Xinguang et al., 2010) . The essence is to realize Bayesian filter in non-parametric Monte Carlo simulation method. Particle filter approach itself is able to express a number of assumptions in particle sets, so it can be used to solve multi-target tracking problem. Due to data association is only considered in a given period of time, the complex of data association is thus reduced. Using hybrid bootstrap filter to solve the data association problem, in which each particle involves single target state information and expresses one target state hypothesis; using Gaussian mixer model to express posterior distribution of all targets under the given observation conditions and each model of posterior distribution corresponds to a target (Milstein et al., 2002) . The core idea of particle filter algorithm is to use weighting of a series of random samples and posterior probability density required by expression, to get the estimated state value. When the sample number is very large, such probability estimation will be equal to posterior probability density. Assume Ns indicate the particle number, then   indicates the random particle set describing posterior density. Thereupon, posterior probability density at the time k can use discrete weight sum that is approximate to: , then the weight of the i'th particle can be defined as:
If the important density function can be decomposed as follows:
Then the posterior probability density can be expressed as: 
And updated formula for weights is obtained therefore: is needed, therefore computation storage can be greatly reduced. At this time the weight is revised as:
Thus, the posterior probability density at the time K can use discrete weight sum that approximate to:
For multi-target tracking system, N (quantity) particles are involved in initial particle set: 
Re-sampling:
The basic problem to be solved in sequential importance sampling algorithm is particle degeneracy, after a few or multiple recursion, the weights of most particles become very small and only a few particles have a relatively large weights.
Re-sampling technique is used herein to solve particle degeneracy, namely removing the particles of small weight and reproducing those of large weights. Detailed process is as follows.
After systematic observation, the first step is to recalculate and confirm the weight ranges of the particles. The realistic particles will be granted relatively large weights and those deviating from reality will be given relatively small ones. The second step is re-sampling process, in which the particles of large weights will derive much more "offspring" particles and those of small weights will correspondingly derive less ones, moreover, the weights of "offspring" particles will be re-set. The third step is system state transition process, in which the state of each particle at the time t will be predicted through adding a random amount of particles. The forth step is system observation process at time t, similar to the first step, the final representation of target state will be obtained through weighting of a numbers of particles.
These new particles propagated into the calculate of next frame, Then the dynamic model change the position of particles and the observation model change the weight of particles, determine the target position. Re-sampling cycling constantly, this process is shown in Fig. 2 .
Particle filter re-sampling inhibits the weight degeneracy, but also introduces other problems. At first, the particles are no longer independent, reducing the opportunity of parallel computing because of continuous re-definition of new particle set; second, the particles of relatively large weights will be chosen for many time, weakening the particle diversity and the sample particles contain many duplicate points, when the system noise is small, they said will be obvious and after several iteration, all particles will converge to a point and this is known as particle depletion.
Particle depletion resulted from re-sampling process makes the number of particles expressing PDF state too small and therefore inadequate, while unlimited increase of particle number is not realistic.
MCMC method:
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method is introduced to generate samples from target distribution through constructing Markov chain, which has a good convergence effect (Taek et al., 2001) .
In each process of iteration of sequential important sampling, the particles can move to different places by combining with MCMC, so that particle depletion is avoided and furthermore, Markov chain can push the particles to the places closer to PDF state and make the sample distribution more reasonable. There are many MCMC methods put into application and Metropolis Hasting method is adopted herein. 
Template updating: Selection of target template is an important part of visual tracking algorithm and a good target template shall be distinctive and unique to ensure the tracking accuracy and effectiveness. In motion process, the targets will be changed due to effects of its motion, light and perspective and only appropriately and reasonably updating of target template can overcome to some extent the impaction of such changes on tracking effect. Reasonable update strategy shall be able to adapt to slow changes of target characteristics, but also rapid changes.
Template is generally divided into stationary template and dynamic template. Stationary template is often applied because of sample and reliable. However, characteristics of moving target will be changed over time, when the change of moving target state leads to corresponding change of its characteristic, it requires the algorithm to take appropriate strategy to response and obviously the stationary template cannot satisfy such requirement.
Dynamic template is a resolution responding to the requirements above said. The simplest update rule for dynamic template is update frame by frame, which abandons all previous template information and adopts the best matched sub-region image of previous time as current target template. However, due to image shading, light change, deformation or accumulation of matching error, the dynamic template will easily lead to target tracking drift and even lost.
Dynamic template can be expressed as a forgetting process as follows:
In which,  indicates retention of stationary template that can takes empirical value. Coefficient Bhattacharyya indicating target similarity is adopted herein as a parameter, compared with empirical value, it is more in line with update requirement. M fixed indicates dynamic template and generally it is target weighted color histogram in initial position. M updated indicates new template and generally it is target weighted color histogram in estimated position. By using the dynamic template update rule above said, the target weighted color histogram model contains the target color information of initial time and current time, but also makes real-time adjustment of update rate according to target similarity in estimated position, which can effectively inhibit tracking errors from accumulating and tracking target from drifting.
CONCLUSION
Target tracking is usually non-linear and nonGaussian and the targets usually do voluntary movement, so their movement cannot be accurately described in mathematical equations. The study introduces the particle filter such practical estimation problem-solving method into the field of vision tracking, constructing the tracking framework based on particle filter and combining with characteristics of targets at all levels, to manufacture trackers of good performance that have "multimodal" tracking features and be able to improve robustness.
In specific implementation, re-sampling in MCMC method will be applied to solve particle degeneracy and sample impoverishment in particle filtering visual multitarget tracking algorithm. MCMC method can effetely enhance the performance of particle filter algorithm and reduce the computational complexity.
